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Abstract. Accretion disk flow in a local Cartesian (or “shearing box”) approximation is examined for viscous three-dimensional
linear disturbances. Eigenvalue computations predict that the flow is asymptotically stable unless the rotation number falls in
the range 0 < Ro < 1/2, in agreement with predictions of inviscid theory; Keplerian flow (Ro = 1/q = 2/3) is accord-
ingly stable. Analysis of non-modal disturbances predicts large transient amplification factors, implying that the flow, although
asymptotically stable, may be transiently unstable. Strong rotation, including Keplerian, two-dimensionalizes the system: the
largest growth factors are found for disturbances which are uniform along the direction of the rotation axis and amplification
occurs via the Orr mechanism, as in 2D shear flow. Amplification factors scale as Re2/3, implying very strong growth in actual
disks. The implications of transient instability of rotating shear on disk turbulence are discussed.
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1. Introduction

Astrophysical disks, in order to accrete, must transport angular
momentum much more quickly than molecular viscosity per-
mits. A turbulent viscosity could account for the greater trans-
port, but brings with it the problems of the origin and nature
of the turbulence. The identification of an instability is a nat-
ural theoretical route to possible turbulence, often realized by
performing an eigenvalue analysis of linear perturbations made
to a base flow. An incompressible inviscid fluid disk is stable,
however, with respect to both centrifugal instability (Rayleigh’s
circulation criterion) and shear instability (Rayleigh’s inflec-
tion point criterion and its variants). Disks with magnetic
fields exhibit a linear magneto-rotational instability (Balbus &
Hawley 1991), and radial entropy gradients can lead to a lin-
ear baroclinic instability (Klahr & Bodenheimer 2003) or, in a
different arrangement, to a linear Rossby instability (a type of
inflection point instability, Lovelace et al. 1999; Li et al. 2000).
An intrinsic purely fluid mechanical instability or source of tur-
bulence is, however, still of great interest. It is also now clear
that instability predictions based on eigenvalues are really only
relevant to the asymptotic fate of a flow. The idea that transient
behavior cannot determine the stability of a flow has been all
but abandoned, as we discuss in more detail below.

The sheared flow of an actual accretion disk includes many
complicating effects, such as compressibility, stratification, and
self-gravity, to name a few. In its most basic fluid mechanical

form, however, the disk can be studied globally as an incom-
pressible circular sheared flow. A local description, based on
a point fixed within the disk, considers a portion of this flow
evolving within a rotating reference frame. Accretion disk flow
thus closely resembles curved and/or rotating shear flow, a con-
figuration that has been studied extensively because of its ap-
plications in geophysics and turbomachinery.

Curvature and rotation are known to profoundly alter the
basic stability properties of shear flow. In rotating shear, when
the frame rotation and the flow vorticity vectors are antipar-
allel, instability can occur, taking the form of streamwise ori-
ented vortices, also known as longitudinal rolls. This instability
is due to Coriolis forces, as explained in Tritton (1992). An ex-
actly analogous instability is found in circulating flows where it
is caused instead by centrifugal forces. Taylor-Couette flow is
an example of the latter type, where Rayleigh’s circulation cri-
terion gives the instability condition and the longitudinal rolls
are known as Taylor vortices. For rotating flows, the analogous
instability condition is that the total vorticity must be negative
somewhere in the flow1 (Tritton 1992; Lezius & Johnston 1975;
Hart 1971; Bradshaw 1969). For a given shear flow, instability
is therefore found only for a limited range of rotation rates.
This rotational instability is independent of any viscous type
instability, such as growing Tollmein-Schlichting waves, and

1 An analogy can also be made to Boussinesq convection, in which
the total vorticity plays the role of temperature gradient.
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of any shear instability, as described by Rayleigh’s inflection
point criterion.

Outside the limited range where rotation induces instabil-
ity, it is considered to exert a stabilizing influence on shear.
Rotationally stable shear may then become part of a class of
flows which are predicted, by eigenvalue analysis, to be com-
pletely stable. Experience shows us that the prediction of in-
stability by means of an eigenvalue analysis often fails: the lin-
ear perturbation problems for pipe Poiseuille and plane Couette
flows yield no unstable eigenvalues, yet in practice both these
flows are unstable and turbulent at moderate Reynolds num-
bers. Similarly, boundary layer flows and plane Poiseuille flows
become unstable and turbulent below the critical Reynolds
number predicted by eigenvalue analysis. While these flows
may be nonlinearly unstable, the Reynolds-Orr theorem tells us
that a linear mechanism is required for energy growth (Schmid
& Henningson 2000), so we should not have to adopt an en-
tirely nonlinear approach to understand what destabilizes these
flows.

The ability of many predicted stable flows to become tur-
bulent, sometimes called bypass transition, has been linked to
the presence of transiently growing disturbances in these flows.
Support for this picture is found in the large predicted tran-
sient growth factors and by the prediction of features, such as
streamwise vortices and streaks, that are common in turbulent
and transitional flows. Transient growth may therefore be crit-
ical to understanding accretion disk flows, rotating laboratory
shear flows such as those of Johnston et al. (1975) and numer-
ical experiments, such as those of Bech & Andersson (1997),
where turbulence is seen despite predicted stability. Recently,
transient growth has been extended to include a family of rota-
tionally stable shear flows (Yecko & Rossi 2004, hereafter YR).

The ability of disturbances in shear flows to grow tran-
siently was first proposed by Kelvin (1887) and explored by
Orr (1907); later, Ellingson & Palm (1975), Landahl (1980)
and Hultgren & Gustavsson (1981) proposed mechanisms for
this growth. Transient growth theory has taken shape more re-
cently, see e.g., papers (Boberg & Brosa 1988; Butler & Farrell
1992; Trefethen et al. 1993; Reddy & Henningson 1993),
reviews, (Grossmann 2000; Reshotko 2001) and the mono-
graph (Schmid & Henningson 2000). For steady flows, tran-
sient growth can be related to the non-orthogonality, with re-
spect to a suitable energy norm, of the eigenvectors of the linear
evolution operator. This feature permits certain initial condi-
tions to experience relatively large amplification G(t) at inter-
mediate times even for asymptotically stable flows. No insta-
bility is able to grow forever, so in this sense transient growth
can be an equally important gauge of flow behavior as eigen-
value (asymptotic) analysis as long as growth is large enough
to change the flow. Transient growth may therefore be more rel-
evant than nonlinear instability to subcritical transition to tur-
bulence. Schmid & Henningson (2000) have offered a proof,
based on theorems from linear algebra, that subcritical transi-
tion is possible only because the linear disturbance problem for
shear involves a non-normal operator.

In the astrophysical literature, a form of transient growth
was first advanced by Goldreich & Lynden-Bell (1965) and ap-
plied to an accretion disk by Korycansky (1992). More recently,
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the rotating flow.

2D transient growth has been examined in a global disk model
by Ioannou & Kakouris (2001), and by Chagelishvili et al.
(2003), who give a more complete connection between disk
flow and examples from fluid mechanics. In a sequel, Tevzadze
et al. (2003) extend this analysis to 3D perturbations.

The main purpose of this work is to compute transient
growth properties in rotationally stabilized shear characteris-
tic of Keplerian flow and to show the dependence of the growth
factor on the Reynolds number. Another purpose of this work
is to clarify the connection between transient and asymptotic
studies of shear flow stability and stability studies of astro-
physical disks, complementing the work of Longaretti (2002),
Chagelishvili et al. (2003) and Tevzadze et al. (2003). The for-
mulation here is designed to link the properties of accretion
disk flow to those of a rotating shear flow, identifying key theo-
retical, laboratory and numerical results in the fluid mechanics
literature. In regimes where rotation imposes modal stability,
laboratory and numerical studies have noted that rotation also
has a stabilizing effect on turbulence, by which it is meant that
levels of turbulence are reduced. Turbulence is not eliminated,
except at low Re, and for a given Ro, turbulence always returns
as Re is increased.

In the next section we consider a model base flow for an
accretion disk in a local Cartesian approximation. Then we
describe the methods of computing eigenvalues and transient
growth. This is followed by results for asymptotic and transient
stability and a discussion of several implications for disks.

2. Base flow

The angular velocity in an incompressible, vertically uniform
disk without self-gravity can be described byΩ(r) = Ω0(r0/r)q,
where q = 3/2 for Keplerian motion. In a locally Cartesian co-
ordinate system, this flow can be approximated as linear shear
in a uniformly rotating frame, viz:

U(y) = qΩ0y =
U∗

L∗
y, (1)

an approximation known as the shearing box (Goldreich &
Lynden-Bell 1965; Narayan et al. 1987). In this work we con-
sider the stability of the flow (1) subject to frame rotation of
magnitude Ω0 around the axis normal to the flow plane. We
use a coordinate system standard for shear flow, as shown in
Fig. 1, differing from the shearing box (SB) convention such
that y = xSB and x = −ySB. The flow of a disk includes an
accretion component; uniform accretion, for example, is de-
scribed by V(y) = −V∗ŷ. Because V∗/U∗ � 1 generally, the
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V flow component is neglected here2. Finally, we place the flow
in a channel, introducing walls at y = ±L∗ co-moving with the
flow there.

3. Mathematical foundations

In a frame rotating along the z-direction with a constant angular
velocity Ω0, the dimensionless Navier-Stokes equations read

∂u
∂t
+ u · ∇u + 2Roẑ × u = −∇p +

1
Re
∇2u; ∇ · u = 0 (2)

where non-dimensionalization has been performed using the
channel half-width L∗, velocity U∗ = U(L∗) and pres-
sure scale ρ(U∗)2. Two dimensionless numbers result, the
Reynolds number Re = U∗L∗/ν, and the Rotation number3

Ro = Ω0L/U∗. Viscosity is kept here in order to show the para-
metric dependence of transient instability on Re.

The flow of Eq. (1) is an exact steady solution of Eq. (2)
provided there is a base pressure P(y) whose gradient balances
the Coriolis force. Following standard methods, the base state
velocity U = (U(y), 0, 0) and pressure P(y) are perturbed by
adding an infinitesimal disturbance (u′, v′, w′) and p′. The lin-
earized equations of motion then appear:

∂u′

∂t
+ U
∂u′

∂x
+ v

dU
dy
= −∂p′

∂x
+

1
Re
∇2u′ + 2Rov (3)

∂v′

∂t
+ U
∂v′

∂x
= −∂p′

∂y
+

1
Re
∇2v′ − 2Rou (4)

∂w′

∂t
+ U
∂w′

∂x
= −∂p′

∂z
+

1
Re
∇2w′ (5)

∂u′

∂x
+
∂v′

∂y
+
∂w′

∂z
= 0 (6)

with the boundary conditions u′ = v′ = w′ = 0 at y = ±1. We
will refer to the coordinates x, y, z (azimuthal, radial and disk-
normal directions) as the streamwise, normal and spanwise di-
rections, respectively (see Fig. 1). Note that here the rotation
number is related to the disk flow parameter q via: q = 1/Ro.

The linear perturbations can be assumed to satisfy a modal
behavior in x, z, viz.(
u′, v′, w′; p′

)
= (u(y, t), v(y, t), w(y, t); p(y, t))ei(αx+βz), (7)

where α, β are assumed to be purely real and we have dropped
the use of primes on the perturbation quantities, without risk of
confusion with the (unprimed) total quantities of Eq. (2).

By introducing the normal vorticity ζ(y, t) = iβu − iαw, the
linear dynamics can be described by one equation governing
normal velocity v:(
∂

∂t
+ iαU

) (
D2 − k2

)
v − iα

(
D2U

)
v

+2iβRoζ − 1
Re

(
D2 − k2

)2
v = 0, (8)

2 See YR for an analysis of the effect of V on stability properties of
rotating shear flow.

3 In many applications, the Rossby number Ros = 1/(2Ro) is used
instead; also, some authors define Ro to include a factor of 2.

and a second equation governing normal vorticity ζ:(
∂

∂t
+ iαU

)
ζ − 2Roiβv + iβ(DU)v − 1

Re

(
D2 − k2

)
ζ = 0, (9)

where k2 ≡ α2 + β2, D ≡ d/dy. Equations (8) and (9) are the
rotationally modified Orr-Sommerfeld and Squire equations,
respectively. The boundary conditions become

v = Dv = ζ = 0 at y = ±1. (10)

A dynamical system is thus defined for q(y, t) =

(v(y, t), ζ(y, t))T .

3.1. Asymptotic instability

The focus of this work is the transient growth dynamics of the
above problem, but as a jumping-off point we also examine
the behavior of normal modes. The modal approach consists in
recasting the problem into an eigenvalue problem by assuming
q = q̃(y)e−iωt where q̃ = (ṽ, ζ̃)T and ω = ωr + iωi are complex.
Clearly a mode havingωi > 0 is unstable. Equations (8) and (9)
can then be written

iωMq̃ = Lq̃ (11)

where

M =
(

D2 − k2 0
0 1

)
, L =

( LOS ROS

RSQ LSQ

)
(12)

with

LOS = iαU
(
D2 − k2

)
− iα

(
D2U

)
− 1

Re

(
D2 − k2

)2
, (13)

LSQ = iαU − 1
Re

(
D2 − k2

)
, (14)

ROS = 2iRoβ, RSQ = iβ(DU) − 2iRoβ. (15)

For linear shear, the D2U term in LOS is zero and will be
dropped from now on. It should be emphasized that as a result
of rotation, the Orr-Sommerfeld equation is explicitly coupled
to the Squire equation (both ROS and RSQ are nonzero) while
in the absence of rotation only the Squire equation is coupled,
through RSQ. In both cases, coupling occurs only for distur-
bances with β � 0. These equations together with the boundary
conditions

ṽ = Dṽ = ζ̃ = 0 at y = ±1, (16)

define the eigenvalue problem to be solved. A spectral
collocation algorithm developed in previous work (YR) is
implemented, in which eigenfunctions are expanded using
Chebyshev polynomials. The number N of polynomials was
generally N = 75, although as many as N = 125 were used
to give improved accuracy in some calculations. Collocation
points are the standard Gauss-Lobatto points. The eigenvalue
problem (11) and boundary conditions (16) are then trans-
formed into a corresponding 2N×2N matrix problem. To facil-
itate calculation, the eigenvalue problem (11) is actually writ-
ten as

iωq̃ = Lq̃ with L ≡ M−1L. (17)
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3.2. Transient instability

Transient amplification calculations have also been imple-
mented on the problem in Sect. 3.1 according to the singu-
lar value decomposition (SVD) method given by Reddy &
Henningson (1993). The main steps of the method are briefly
described below; more details can be found in the references.
First, a form of the kinetic energy norm (see Reddy et al. 1993):

||q(t)||2E =
1

2k2

∫ L

0

(
|Dv|2 + k2|v|2 + |ζ |2

)
dy (18)

is used to measure the magnitude of a disturbance q(t) at time t.
At time t, one can then define

G(t) = sup
q(0)�0

||q(t)||2E
||q(0)||2E

=
∣∣∣∣∣∣eiLt

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
E
, (19)

where q(0) is an initial disturbance and L is the linear op-
erator defined in Eq. (17). This quantity G(t) represents the
maximum possible energy amplification at time t, optimized
over all possible initial disturbances. The maximum or opti-
mal growth is defined as Gmax = supt≥0 G(t). The peak value
GP(Ro,Re) ≡ supα,βGmax(α, β,Ro,Re) can also be computed.

The quantity G(t) is obtained as follows. Assume that the
eigenvalues of Eqs. (17) and (16) are sorted in order of de-
creasing imaginary part ωi. One can approximate G(t) by com-
puting the maximum possible energy amplification at time t,
optimized over all possible initial combinations of the K eigen-
functions associated with the first K eigenvalues of Eq. (17). In
this case, it is possible to transform the energy norm of the ma-
trix exponential (19) to an ordinary 2-norm via the following
equation

∣∣∣∣∣∣eiLt
∣∣∣∣∣∣2

E
≈ ∣∣∣∣∣∣Fe−iΛt F−1

∣∣∣∣∣∣2 , (20)

where Λ is a K × K diagonal matrix with the first K eigen-
values ω1, ω2, ..., ωK along the diagonal and F is obtained by
Cholesky factorization of the K × K Hermitian Energy weight
matrix M = FHF which is formed from the inner product of
the K eigenfunctions of Eq. (17), using the same inner product
as the one defining the norm (18).

The approximation of Eq. (20) is a result of the finite num-
ber K used in the expansion. As in YR, K is chosen such that
convergence is reached; in practice, K ≈ 75 was found to be
sufficient. Because L is non-normal, the response of the sys-
tem is described by its largest singular value. The 2-norm on the
RHS of Eq. (20) is thus evaluated using SVD, giving both Gmax

and the K expansion coefficients of the disturbance associated
with Gmax (Reddy & Henningson 1993; Butler & Farrell 1992).
Note that, since eigenfunctions have been expressed as an ex-
pansion in Chebyshev polynomials, all calculations are ulti-
mately performed in terms of the Chebyshev expansion co-
efficients. In particular, the energy norm (18) and the weight
matrix M are easily recast in terms of the expansion coeffi-
cients using the properties of Chebyshev polynomials and their
derivatives (for details see Reddy et al. 1993).
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Fig. 2. Largest growth rates of the rotational mode at Re = 150 (lower
curve) and Re = 5000 (upper curve); rotations Ro < 0 and Ro > 1/2
are called rotationally stabilized.

4. Results

4.1. Modal stability properties

It can be shown within inviscid theory (Hart 1971; Lezius &
Johnston 1975; Tritton 1992) that instability of a rotating par-
allel shear flow is described by the criterion that total vorticity
must be negative somewhere in the flow4 i.e.

1
2Ro

dU
dy
> 1, (21)

although this criterion applies to viscous flows if Re is not too
small (YR). Here dU/dy = 1, implying that instability is re-
stricted to the range 0 < Ro < 1/2. In Fig. 2 we show the largest
exponential growth rate, (ωi)max, computed over a range of Ro
and β (we do not show for what β this maximum occurs, but
βmax ≈ 1 typically and α = 0 since the instability, longitudinal
rolls, is known to be streamwise uniform). The predicted range
of instability is recovered, while the growth rates at the lower
Re value, to no surprise, are smaller in magnitude. Keplerian
flow, for which Ro = 1/q = 2/3, falls well within the stable
region.

4.2. Transient amplification

The effect of rotation on transient growth is quantified through
the analysis of amplification gain Gmax(α, β,Ro,Re) as a func-
tion of streamwise wavenumber α, spanwise wavenumber β,
Reynolds number and Rotation number. In calculating Gmax

values, a fixed time interval [0, T ] is used during which the
maximum growth is allowed to occur; the value of T required
to capture the maximum varies with Re and is adjusted ac-
cordingly in the calculations. We do not present any individual
G(t) curves here, instead showing only the maximum values as
a function of α, β, Re, and Ro.

4 Many works define S = −2Ω/ dU
dy such that instability is found

for −1 < S < 0; in cases where dU
dy is not constant, the local quantity

B = S (S +1) is used instead, such that B < 0 indicates local instability.
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Fig. 3. a) Maximum transient growth factors Gmax(α, β) for non-
rotating 3D Couette flow at Re = 1500; b) Gmax(α, β) for Keplerian
(Ro = 2/3) shear at Re = 1500 (solid curves) and for 2D non-rotating
plane Couette flow (dashed).

Non-rotating Couette flow is known to display the follow-
ing transient growth features (see, e.g., Schmid & Henningson
2000): (i) the most amplified disturbances tend to be three-
dimensional with β � 0 and very small α ≈ 0; (ii) the peak
amplification for large Reynolds number is proportional to the
square of the Reynolds number, Gmax ∝ Re2, a result that can
be derived theoretically. For rotating Couette flow, the scaling
GP ∝ Re2 is not preserved as shown below. Instead, the scal-
ing typical of 2D transient growth is found for strong rotation
(see also YR). The only simple scaling relation that has been
theoretically advanced for 2D transient growth, to our knowl-
edge, is that of Chagelishvili et al. (2003) where a Re2/3 law
is derived for disturbances of spatial Fourier harmonic type in
a slightly different context. Below, we show our numerically
determined scaling properties.

In Fig. 3 we compare the maximum transient growth fac-
tors Gmax for rotating plane Couette flow (rpCf) to the standard
result for non-rotating plane Couette flow (pCf) at Re = 1500.
PCf exhibits its strongest growth for disturbances with weak
streamwise variation: α = 0.023, β = 1.6, as seen in Fig. 3a.
GP = 2665 here, in excellent agreement with published

results (Butler & Farrell 1992; Trefethen et al. 1993). The
growth quantified in Fig. 3a is typically associated with oblique
nearly streamwise-oriented vortices which, by moving regions
of fluid normally, create high and low speed streaks.

This picture changes dramatically in the presence of strong
rotation, as Fig. 3b makes obvious. Rotation reduces the growth
factors and also changes the character of the most growing dis-
turbances, such that they have only streamwise variation (i.e.
β = 0). At this large value of Ro, rotation has imposed a
Taylor-Proudman regime, two-dimensionalizing the disturbed
flow. For comparison, the results of exactly 2D calculations
for pCf are also shown, superimposed as dashed curves in
Fig. 3b. At larger Ro these two sets of curves coincide bet-
ter; conversely, the 3D behavior of Fig. 3a is approached at
smaller Ro. In the shearing box approximation of disk flow,
the characteristic length scale, fixed by the requirement that
Keplerian flow be well approximated by linear shear, is small.
To describe larger scales would involve some approximation
of the curvature of Keplerian flow. This would, after nondi-
mensionalization, lead to a smaller Ro and thus increasingly
3D transient growth; on yet larger scales, two-dimensionality
would be again imposed by the global geometry of the disk.
In actual disks, strict two-dimensionality is unrealistic; vertical
stratification, for example, would serve to maintain a degree of
three-dimensionality to the flow, in addition to supporting ad-
ditional modes in the form of internal gravity waves. A more
extensive analysis of transient growth over a range of Ro, show-
ing the smooth transition from the 3D behavior, as in Fig. 3a,
to approximate 2D behavior, as in Fig. 3b, has been performed
in YR where we refer the interested reader. Tagger (2001) has
pointed out that departure from a linear velocity profile is also
needed to capture dynamical processes, such as Rossby waves,
which rely on a vorticity gradient. The shearing box therefore
lacks this generic and important dynamical aspect of shear in
addition to bundling rotation and shear together into a fixed
global value Ro = 2/3, stymieing a broader study of the inter-
play of rotation and shear.

The most growing, or optimal disturbance at Re = 1500,
Ro = 2/3 is found in Fig. 3b at α = 1.2, β = 0 and has
GP = 17.5, occurring at tP = 10.1. The reduction in GP com-
pared to the non-rotating case is dramatic: two orders of mag-
nitude, but more relevant to accretion disks is the scaling of GP

with Re. This scaling is treated below.
Because the optimal disturbance at Ro = 2/3 is spanwise

uniform, we can focus on the dependence of Gmax on Re and
on the streamwise wavenumber α. In Fig. 4 we show the max-
imum growth factors Gmax in the α − Re plane. The stream-
wise wavenumber of peak growth αP depends weakly on Re,
as evident in the nearly vertical level curves of Fig. 4; for ex-
ample, at Re = 1000, αP = 1.2 while at Re = 105, αP ≈ 1.
An inspection of the spacing of the level curves suggests that
Gmax ∝ Ren. In Fig. 5 we collapse the data of Fig. 4, show-
ing only the largest Gmax values (i.e. GP) at each Re. The re-
sulting trend corresponds closely to a Re2/3 scaling, as can be
seen from the constructed slope-2/3 line. Such a scaling differs
substantially from the Re2 scaling of 3D transient growth, but
nevertheless implies increasingly large growth factors with Re,
and potentially explosive growth in disks.
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Since 2D transient growth corresponds to the Orr mecha-
nism (or vortex tilting, see Butler & Farrell 1992 or Schmid &
Henningson 2000), we expect that the most amplified distur-
bances reflect this property. This is confirmed by Fig. 6, where
we show the computed flow fields at t = 0 and t = tP of the
optimal disturbance at Re = 1500, Ro = 2/3. The optimal dis-
turbance at t = 0 consists of flow arranged in opposition to
the base shear, as shown in Fig. 6a. By t = tmax = 10.11, the
shear has tilted the disturbance into an array of counter-rotating
vortices spanning the channel, as seen in Fig. 6b. Because vor-
ticity is conserved, velocities (and therefore energy) must in-
crease for the large area vortices at tmax, as explained in Butler
& Farrell (1992) (see also Orr 1907; Schmid & Henningson
2000). Ioannou & Kakouris (2001) have shown that such dis-
turbances transport angular momentum outward in disks.
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Fig. 6. The flow field u = (u, v, 0) of the optimal disturbance at
t = 0 a); and at the time of maximum amplification, t = tmax b); at
Re = 1500, Ro = 2/3, α = 1.2 and tmax = 10.11.

5. Discussion

5.1. Reynolds averaging and nonlinear stability

The stabilizing and destabilizing effects of rotation on shear
turbulence have also been examined using Reynolds averaging
formalisms (Johnston et al. 1975; Ferziger & Shaanan 1976;
Speziale 1989; Tritton 1992; also see Cambon & Scott 1999,
for a recent review that includes rotating turbulence). Reynolds
averaged descriptions were developed with three-dimensional
turbulent flows in mind and are known to fail for 2D tur-
bulence (Tennekes & Lumley 1972) and rotating turbulence
(Tritton 1992). This is consistent with the well-known prop-
erty of rotation to impose quasi two-dimensionality on flows,
turbulent or laminar (Hopfinger 1989; see also Sect. 5.2). Non-
local processes in quasi-2D and rotating turbulence are strong
and generally require a two-point (non-local, typically integro-
differential or spectral) description (Lesieur 1990; Cambon &
Scott 1999). Reynolds averaging, on the other hand, is essen-
tially local, involving correlations evaluated at a single point in
space (corresponding turbulence models are consequently re-
ferred to as one-point models).

Reynolds averaged descriptions thus lead to immediate dif-
ficulties in the description of rotating turbulence. We point out
several problems in the following. First, consider the equation
for the evolution of turbulent energy; using standard tensor no-
tation and summation convention, we write:

d
dt

q2 = −uiv j
dUi

dx j
− ε, (22)

where q2 = uiui and overbars denote averaging. Quantities ui

here describe the turbulence, denoting fluctuations away from
the mean state U, such that utotal = U + u, where utotal sat-
isfies Eq. (2). The production term on the RHS of Eq. (22)
represents work done by the Reynolds stress uiu j, allowing
fluctuations to exchange energy with the mean flow, while ε
represents viscous dissipation. Because Coriolis forces do not
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contribute to the energy, Eq. (22) is the same for rotating and
non-rotating flows. Yet rotation is known to significantly af-
fect turbulent energy; this conundrum is the first indication
that the effects of rotation on turbulence are poorly captured
by Reynolds stresses. Speziale (1989) has examined turbulence
models based on Reynolds stresses, and shown that these fail
for rotating flows because they are inconsistent with the rotat-
ing Navier-Stokes equations. Positivity of the production term,
which indicates that turbulent energy is being produced, merely
restates Rayleigh’s Inflection Point criterion for shear instabil-
ity of the mean flow. Furthermore, when rotation destabilizes
the flow (as in Sect. 4.1, Fig. 2) the production term may be
negative, implying that turbulence is suppressed even while
vigorous turbulence is seen in experiments (see Sect. 5.2).
Local correlations, such as uv, therefore give unreliable de-
scriptions of turbulence – including turbulent momentum trans-
port – in the presence of rotation.

Balbus et al. (1996) studied fluctuations away from
Keplerian flow (not a mean flow), applied averaging and iden-
tified the averaged correlations with Reynolds stresses and the
fluctuation energy with that of turbulence. The failures dis-
cussed above have shown that such averaged quantities are not
good diagnostics of rotating turbulence. Balbus et al. (1996)
have correctly pointed out that Keplerian turbulence differs fun-
damentally from (3D) shear turbulence, also correctly attribut-
ing this to rotation, but have failed to recognize that Keplerian
turbulence is a precise example of rotating turbulence, for
which conventional descriptions are known to fail.

One may, in an approach similar to that above, study the
stability of a flow by examining the energetics of disturbances
away from a laminar base flow; this is sometimes called the
energy method. The equations governing component energies
are formed analogously to Reynolds stress equations, except
averaging need not be performed (see Drazin & Reid 1981; or
Schmid & Henningson 2000, for the more details). The evo-
lution of total fluctuation energy EV =

∫
V

uiv j is found by in-
tegrating the component equations over the fluid volume and
summing, giving:

dEV

dt
= −

∫
V

uiu j
∂Ui

∂x j
dV − 1

Re

∫
V

∂ui

∂x j

∂ui

∂x j
dV. (23)

Equation (23) is known as the Reynolds-Orr equation.
Nonlinear terms (cubic and higher in ui) have integrated out
and rotation terms from u1 and u2 components have canceled
out, as for Eq. (22). The second term on the RHS of Eq. (23)
represents viscous dissipation and always reduces the energy.
The first term on the RHS represents the transfer of energy be-
tween the fluctuations and the background flow, as in Eq. (22).
If this term is positive and large enough to overcome the dissi-
pation, instability is possible. Positivity of the first RHS term in
Eq. (23) is equivalent to a restatement of Rayleigh’s Inflection
Point criterion for inviscid shear5. The energy method in this
context reduces to the predictions of linear theory (see Drazin
& Reid 1981; also Richard 2003); to extrapolate these predic-
tion to turbulence would be unjustified.

5 For viscous shear the first term on the RHS of Eq. (23) can also ex-
plain Tollmein-Schlichting type instability which can occur for flows
where dU/dy > 0 everywhere.

Finally, we re-emphasize that certain initial conditions can
still grow to large amplitude transiently, as we have shown by
direct computation of the transient energy (19), even for flows
that are asymptotically stable. Although seeming to contradict
Eq. (23), the apparent conflict is illusory, as discussed in detail
in Schmid & Henningson (2000).

5.2. Relevant laboratory and numerical results

Many laboratory experiments on rotating shear look at channel,
duct or wake flows where the base flow vorticity and rotation
are parallel (Ro < 0) in one region of the flow and anti-parallel
(Ro > 0) in another. In the parallel region, Ro obviously falls in
the stabilized regime (see Fig. 2), making it possible to simul-
taneously observe destabilized and stabilized shear in the same
experiment. For stronger rotation, e.g. Ro > 0.5, the entire flow
can be stabilized. In such experiments (see, e.g., MacFarlane
et al. 1998; Bidokhti & Tritton 1992; Watmuff et al. 1985;
Koyama et al. 1979; Johnston et al. 1975) the rotationally sta-
bilized parts of the flow show reduced levels of turbulence, or
laminarized flow. When rotation is increased at fixed Re, fur-
ther reduction – including apparent disappearance – of turbu-
lence is observed. Yet turbulence returns as Re is increased at
fixed Ro, as seen in the experiments of Johnston et al. (1975).
The laboratory data show that for any Ro there is a value of Re
above which the flow is fully turbulent. Another, smaller value
of Re marks the point below which the completely laminar state
is found – see, for example, Fig. 10 of Johnston et al. (1975) or
its reproduction in Hopfinger (1989).

Recent numerical simulations of rotating shear have also
revealed that turbulence is always found at large enough Re.
Bech & Andersson (1997) performed low Re direct numeri-
cal simulations (DNS), finding that turbulence in linear shear
is completely lost at Re = 1300 when Ro = 1 (i.e. more
stable than Keplerian rotation). Generally, however, they ob-
serve that the stable regime is accompanied only by a re-
duction of the turbulence, pointing out that turbulence should
always be found at higher Re since complete suppression of
turbulence should only occur for Ro = ∞ (Greenspan 1968).
Lamballais et al. (1995) performed DNS of rotating channel
flow at Re = 3750 finding reduced, but not eliminated, turbu-
lent energy in the stabilized region. Pallares & Davidson (2000)
used large eddy simulations (LES) at moderate Reynolds num-
ber (Re ≈ 3000) to model flows in a duct for a wide range
of rotations. Turbulence, considerably reduced in the stabi-
lized regime, was never eliminated. More recently, Reif &
Andersson (2003) simulate large Reynolds number rotating
duct flow and find that, though reduced in intensity, turbulence
persists in the stabilized regime.

The reduction of turbulence seen in laboratory and numeri-
cal experiments and the failures of Reynolds averaged descrip-
tions are indications that rotation is, as expected, imposing a
quasi-2D Taylor Proudman regime on the flow. Stabilized re-
gions are seen to exhibit negative turbulent energy produc-
tion, where turbulence feeds the mean flow: a common feature
of quasi-2D and rotating turbulence. These flows thus ex-
hibit a complex admixture of 3D and rotationally enforced
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quasi-2D turbulence. (Interestingly, the rotationally destabi-
lized side shows a superposition of typical 3D streaky shear
turbulence and the longitudinal rolls of the rotational instabil-
ity of Sect. 4.1.)

Quasi-2D turbulence is prevalent in geophysical problems,
in the form of geostrophic (or quasi-geostrophic) turbulence,
where two-dimensionality is imposed by a combination of rota-
tion and stratification; accretion disks are subject to these same
influences. When studying geophysical flows, quasi-2D is of-
ten assumed at the outset, but in this study we have begun by
considering 3D flows and allowed rotation to lead us to the
quasi-2D state. In this way we have also sampled the turboma-
chinery literature.

Recall that 2D turbulence lacks vortex stretching along the
direction of the rotation axis, thereby conserving vorticity and
exhibiting a reverse energy cascade to larger scales while cas-
cading enstrophy (squared vorticity) to small scales, where it
can be dissipated. Within this framework, it is common to see
the formation of long-lived structures, including coherent vor-
tices and jets. Quasi 2D and rotating turbulence exhibit the
same behavior in approximation. It is known (Rhines 1979)
that turbulence in these cases is best described directly in terms
of its vorticity, which experiences a down-gradient turbulent
transport. In a Keplerian disk, the vorticity ζ = 1

2 r−3/2, imply-
ing outward angular momentum transport. One physical pro-
cess (not the only one) that mediates the inverse energy cascade
is vortex merger, a highly non-local event that is not captured
by local averaging schemes commonly used in turbulence de-
scriptions, including the Reynolds stress formalisms. The sim-
ulations of Reif & Andersson (2003) showed this in practice
by directly comparing a Reynolds averaging approach to DNS
while Salhi & Cambon (1997) reached a similar conclusion an-
alyzing DNS and LES results in the context of several turbu-
lence models, including rapid distortion theory.

Several studies have shown (Dubrulle & Valdetarro 1992;
Longaretti 2002; Richard & Davis 2004) or verified (Klahr
& Bodenheimer 2003) that the turbulent dynamics of disks is
quasi-2D, transporting angular momentum outward. The im-
plications of quasi-2D turbulence for the presence of coher-
ent long-lived vortices has been examined by Bracco et al.
(1999), Godon & Livio (1999), Li et al. (2001) and Klahr &
Bodenheimer (2003).

5.3. Numerical issues

The numerical values presented in the previous section become
inaccurate when αRe is large, accounting for the wiggly fea-
tures seen in parts of Fig. 3. The origin of the numerical er-
ror lies in the difficulty in computing accurate eigenvalues and
eigenfunctions at large αRe. In Fig. 7 we show the spectrum of
eigenvalues associated with the eigenfunctions that were used
to obtain the optimal disturbance of Fig. 6, also associated with
the peak value GP of Fig. 3b. To get accurate G values and op-
timal disturbance properties, it was necessary to include eigen-
functions at the confluence of the three eigenvalue branches,
plus a number of those in the vertical branch below and, nat-
urally, that these functions and values be accurate. Too many
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Fig. 7. Eigenvalue spectrum used to construct the optimal disturbance
with Re = 1500, Ro = 2/3 using N = 80 polynomials (open cir-
cles) and N = 70 polynomials (x marks), for which numerical error
leading to lower branch splitting is seen; inset: numerical error at the
confluence point at Re = 4500 resulting from too many polynomials,
N = 140.

Chebyshev polynomials exacerbates round-off error and leads
to poor eigenvalues at the confluence point, as shown in the
inset figure; too few leads to a downward splitting of the verti-
cal branch, as illustrated in Fig. 7, the splitting point occurring
at larger ωi as N decreases. These effects are well documented
properties of Chebyshev methods, which in general tend to give
the most accurate results for shear flow problems (see Dongarra
et al. 1996).

If transient instability plays an important role in the tur-
bulence of rotating shear flows, as this work suggests, com-
putations of these flows must take place at high enough Re
to exploit the Re2/3 scaling, and must have sufficient accuracy
at high Re to resolve a substantial subset of the eigenfunction
spectrum with ωi > −α. Umurhan & Regev (2004) have per-
formed numerical simulations of disk flow targeting the evolu-
tion of transient growth. In a related study (Criminale et al.
1997), direct numerical solutions of the transient dynamics
of pCf were able to reproduce all known stability data, but also
found strong sensitivity to the form of the initial conditions,
viz.: initial perturbations lacking normal vorticity gave inaccu-
rate growth factors and unrealistic flow properties. Simulation
of rpCf should be even more numerically challenging since
comparable growth factors are found at larger Re.

6. Conclusions

In this work we have computed stability properties of 3D dis-
turbances in a model accretion disk flow, focusing on the prop-
erties of transient growth in regimes where an eigenvalue anal-
ysis predicts asymptotic stability. Keplerian flow, with Rotation
number Ro = 2/3, is rotationally stable, falling well outside
the computed unstable range: 0 < Ro < 1/2. Strong rota-
tion is shown to two-dimensionalize the most amplified tran-
sient disturbances, which therefore show streamwise variation
(α ≈ 1) but which are uniform along the rotation axis (β = 0).
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Two-dimensionality is consistent with the Taylor-Proudman
regime associated with rotating flow. We have shown that peak
growth factors scale as Re2/3 for large Ro (or 2D) flow over a
wide range of Reynolds numbers. Disks, because of their as-
tronomically large Reynolds numbers, would show enormous
transient growth. Transient growth then becomes a viable route
to turbulence, as it is now believed to be for many non-rotating
flows. Because transient growth can occur in flows that are sta-
ble to rotational and shear instabilities, it provides a means to
create fluctuation energy in those flows.

We emphasize that the transient growth mechanism is lin-
ear and that, according to the Reynolds-Orr theorem, a linear
mechanism is required for instability in any flow, even flows
predicted by eigenvalue analysis to be stable. This is impor-
tant in light of previous claims (see Balbus et al. 1996) that
any high Reynolds number instabilities are necessarily nonlin-
ear. On the the other hand, while transient growth provides a
powerful linear instability mechanism at high Reynolds num-
bers, additional effects – most likely nonlinear – are needed to
exaplin the full development of transient instability, including
its role, if any, in the transition to turbulence. These critical is-
sues are subjects of future work.

Finally, we have discussed these results in the context of
laboratory experiments and numerical simulations of shear sub-
ject to rotation, in particular the implications of the stability
properties of rotation on turbulent rotating shear flows and their
nature as quasi 2D turbulent flows.
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